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Numerous surgical methods, including anal sphincter repair, an artificial anal sphincter, and sacral nerve stimulation (SNS), have been proposed to treat FI. Wald [1] reported on the uncertain effect of the traditional surgical technique, anal sphincter repair, and noted that short-term results showed improvement in up to 85% of patients with FI while long-term results showed a failure rate of more than 50% after 40 to 60 months, which increased further thereafter [2, 3] . The author also reported that the effects of treatment deteriorated over time, especially in older patients. O'Brien et al. [4] , in a prospective, randomized, controlled study, reported the effect of an artificial anal sphincter on patients with severe FI. In the artificial anal sphincter group (7 patients) and the control group (7 patients), the Wexner Incontinence Scores were com-pared before and after 6 months of treatment. At 6 months, a significant difference was found between the groups (artificial anal sphincter group vs. control group: from 19.0 to 4.8 vs. from 17.1 to 14.3, P = 0.002). However, this was the result of only 14 patients. Benezech et al. [5] mentioned that the artificial sphincter had a high rate of complications, but a moderate effect, which, in turn, limited its use for treating patients with FI. Thaha et al. [6] reported a systemic review on the efficacy of SNS for treating patients with FI. The authors selected all randomized trials assessing the effects of SNS for treating FI in adults. They found limited evidences from the trials and suggested that a proportion of patients with FI could be improved by using SNS. Therefore, the authors emphasized the need for strict high-quality randomized trials to better assessment the effects of SNS.
At present, the evaluation of FI also requires high-quality evidence. Although studies have predicted the effectiveness of each treatment of FI, the tools used to assess the effectiveness were not integrated and varied from subjective patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) to physiologic tests, including anorectal manometry (ARM). Whether these subjective scoring systems or physiologic tests including ARM would be better as a measure to help predict the appropriate treatment for FI is not clear yet. What is the usefulness of PROMs and anorectal physiologic tests in predicting the clinical outcome for patients with FI?
Ramage et al. [7] conducted a very meaningful study, perhaps the first study using ARM to predict the need for surgery in patients with FI. The authors assessed the usefulness of ARM and PROMs in predicting the need for surgery in 276 patients with FI. Two hundred twenty-eight patients (82.6%) underwent conservative treatment, and 48 patients (17.4%) underwent surgery. On binomial regression analyses, age, male sex, ARM including maximal resting pressure, 5-second squeeze increment, threshold volume to distension, urge volume to distension, all domains of the Birmingham Bowel and Urinary Symptoms Questionnaire (BBUSQ), the Wexner Incontinence Score, and all domains of the Short Form 36 (SF-36) were factors predictive of the need for surgery. Receiver operating characteristic curve analyses showed that age, 5-second squeeze endurance in ARM only, PROMs including the incontinence of the BBUSQ domains, and five domains (physical function, role physical, mental health, social function, general health) of SF-36 were meaningful discriminators of the need for surgery. The authors concluded that PROMs and only 5-second squeeze endurance in ARM were reliable factors predictive of the need for surgery in patients with FI.
Deutekom et al. [8] compared changes in various outcome measures (descriptive, severity like FI scoring systems, impact like QoL questionnaires, and diagnostic measures) before and after physiotherapy to patients' subjective perceptions of relief. In the correlations between the changes in various outcome measures, the correlation between the changes in the Vaizey and the Wexner scores was high (P < 0.01). The correlation between the changes in the severity scores and the changes in the maximum incremental squeeze pressure was moderate (P < 0.05). In the relation between various outcome measures and patients' perception (worse or equal, better, and much better), no significant differences in the changes in the resting pressure, maximal incremental squeeze pressure, and utility values were found among the three groups. However, significant differences were found in the Vaizey and the Wexner scores (P < 0.001), in the impact measures including FI (P = 0.011) and disease-specific psychosocial functioning (P = 0.022). Post hoc tests revealed that in subjective perception, the changes in severity measures (Vaizey and Wexner) were more correlated than the changes in FI and disease-specific psychosocial functioning. Therefore, the authors concluded that severity outcome measures, including the Vaizey and the Wexner scores, had the best correlations to patients' relief.
Quezada et al. [9] reported the roles of preoperative anal physiology testing (ARM and pudendal nerve terminal motor latency [PNTML]) and transanal ultrasonography (TAUS) in predicting clinical outcome when using SNS to treat patients with FI. Sixty patients underwent SNS. Three months after the SNS treatment, no correlations were found between the Wexner Incontinence Scores and the test results of ARM, PNTML, and TAUS. Therefore, the authors concluded that ARM, PNTML, and TAUS could not predict clinical outcome when using SNS to treat patients with FI.
In conclusion, the aforementioned studies reported that PROMs showed useful results predicting the clinical outcome for patients with FI while anorectal physiologic tests showed inconsistent results. FI is a physically and mentally devastating disease and places a huge burden on patients, their families, their caregivers, and society [10] . Therefore, every effort should be made, through high-quality randomized trials, to establish clear guidelines for assessing and diagnosing FI and for establishing both treatments for FI and tools for predicting the clinical outcomes when using those treatments.
